


Greetings of Stavropol agricultural lands!  

Petrovskie Nivy is a modern manufacturing and one of the leading 
grocery producers in South Russia. Today the company produces and 
sells products under the following trademarks: Petrovskie Nivy, Vitel 
and Pasta Prio.  

Development of technologies as well as implantation of innovative 
projects is company’s daily  pursue that allows us to produce the product 
that satisfies any demand of any consumer in nowadays dynamic world. 
Our best specialists carefully monitor the quality of the products. 

Our concept in production is usage of natural ingredients only. We also  
certified by the state on a regular basis, our production meets all required 
quality standards that is proved by numerous awards from International 
Fairs on Agriculture Production Processing Industry. Production of 
Petrovskie Nivy company is well-known in the territory of the Russian 
Federation as well as among the consumers of neighboring former USSR 
and other foreign countries. . 
 And we continue to expand our sales territory regularly.



Flour “Petrovskie Nivy” 

Flour of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark  is being produced out of 
high quality selective wheat of Stavropol region origin and on  the 
modern high precision equipment. Each kind of flour is certified in 
accordance with regulations and meets the GOST requirements 
(state standards). 
Sunflower seed oil of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark is being 
produced out of selective sunflower seeds and bottled under 
laboratory staff  strict monitoring. The quality of products is a 
number one priority in our business. 

Sushki (small dried bagels) and biscuits (sweetened dried 
bread) of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark are being produced  out 
of high quality raw materials and they would always compliment 
any type of a family teatime. 

All purpose wheat flour type М 55-23 
ГОСТ 52189-2003 

Baking premium 
wheat flour GOST 

52189-2003 

Baking wheat 
flour “Extra” 

GOST 52189-2003

Sunflower seed oil “Petrovskie Nivy”

Biscuits (sweetened 
dried bread) 
dessert for teatime

Poppy seed biscuits

Sushki



Pasta “Petrovskie Nivy” 

Macaroni products of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark are 
produced out of soft  winter vitreous wheat of Stavropol region. 

Various shapes and different sizes of pasta are available. Any 
consumer may find the format of preference: noodles, traditional 
macaroni, penne, lumache and filini pasta, conchiglie (seashell) 
pasta, rotini, crest shape pasta and other different varieties of  
products.    



Formats of macaroni products 

Rotini   №11TortiglioniMacaroni rigateFilini Stelline

Cannellone №15Alphabet pastaTortiglione  №9 Rotini (triple) FarfallLagan noodle

Bucatini 3,5mm  Spaghetti 1,7mm RotelleBucatini 5mm Fusilli bucati

Cavatappi Cock's combsRotini MacaroniRings

Vermicelli Noodles

Seashells Lumache Penne

Cannelloni Seashells №20 



Flour blends and mixes 
“Petrovskie Nivy”

Flour blend/mixes of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark  are 
ready to use mixes for kneading and baking. These 
products of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark will give you an 
opportunity to enjoy fine baking at home. 
All ingredients are pre-measured and well mixed. 

All you need is add some water, stir and bake! 
Easy becomes tasty!



Grains of “Petrovskie Nivy”

”Petrovskie Nivy” grains are produced of selective, eco-
friendly raw materials using the latest technologies. The grain is a 
rich source of protein that is used in many vital processes of 
human body. The grains also rich in starch, phosphorus, fiber and 
other micronutrients. 

Flakes of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark is a great fast and at the 
same time healthy breakfast.  Different varieties would satisfy 
even the most diversified gourmet.

Premium Class 

Middle rank

Flakes



Boil-in-bag grains and ready-to-use 
side dish of “Petrovskie Nivy” 

Boil-in-bag grains of “Petrovskie Nivy” trademark is  a modern 
and easy way of cooking. The boil-in-bag grains do not need any 
additional actions such washing or picking,  it can be boiled in a 
bag. 

Simple and convenient! 

Ready-to-use side dish of “Petrovskie Nivy” - a perfect way to 
make an easy and at the same time healthy and delicious side dish to 
the meal. 

Ready-to-use side dish is a godsend for anyone! 

Ready-to-use side dish 

Boil-in-bag grains 



PastaPrio

Macaroni products «PastaPrio»  is a Russian analogue of Italian 
pasta.  

It is produced accordingly to traditional Italian recepies on the 
modern high precision equipment. It is made out of a durum wheat 
flour.  

Wide choice of pasta formats will let any culinary fantasy come 
true. 



Vitel

Flour blends and mixes of “Vitel” trademark is a friable 
concentrated and formulated product for instant bakery. 

“Vitel” is flour mixes of a premium class that contain high quality 
ingridients making bakery at home simple, delicious and healthy  

Indulge yourself and your loved one with perfect 
culinary masterpiece! 



Stavropol region, Svetlograd, passage 
Plodosovkhozniy, 4, phone. (86547) 4-11-45, 

4-13-30

e-mail: info@petrovskienivi.ru 

www.petrovskienivi.ru




